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ABSTRACT
A new computational model, kglobal, is being developed to explore energetic electron production via magnetic reconnection in macroscale
systems. The model is based on the discovery that the production of energetic electrons during reconnection is controlled by Fermi reﬂection
in large-scale magnetic ﬁelds and not by parallel electric ﬁelds localized in kinetic scale boundary layers. Thus, the model eliminates these
boundary layers. However, although the parallel electric ﬁelds that develop around the magnetic x-line and associated separatrices are not
important in producing energetic electrons, there is a large scale electric ﬁeld that kickstarts the heating of low-energy electrons and drives
the cold-electron return current that accompanies escaping energetic electrons in open systems. This macroscale electric ﬁeld is produced by
magnetic-ﬁeld-aligned gradients in the electron pressure. We have upgraded kglobal to include this large-scale electric ﬁeld while maintaining
energy conservation. The new model is tested by exploring the dynamics of electron acoustic modes which develop as a consequence of
the presence of two electron species: hot kinetic and cold ﬂuid electrons. Remarkably, the damping of electron acoustic modes is accurately
captured by kglobal. Additionally, it has been established that kglobal correctly describes the dynamics of the interaction of the parallel
electric ﬁeld with escaping hot electrons through benchmarking simulations with the Particle-In-Cell code p3d.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5120373

I. INTRODUCTION
Solar ﬂares convert magnetic energy into particle energy in the
solar corona via magnetic reconnection.16,17,32 From observations, we
know that a signiﬁcant fraction of the released energy during the
reconnection event can go into accelerating energetic electrons, which
form a suprathermal tail that takes the form of a power law distribution.16,18,26 The plasma pressure from these nonthermal particles can
be comparable to the pressure of the ambient magnetic ﬁeld.27,38
Further, using observations from the Wind spacecraft in the distant
magnetotail, Øieroset et al.37 found energetic electrons in a broad
region around the x-line rather than in narrow boundary layers that
would be expected in laminar 2D reconnection models.6,8
Additionally, observations from the Reuven Ramaty High Energy
Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) and the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly on the Solar Dynamic Observatory, Krucker and Battaglia28
revealed that a large fraction of the electron population in the abovethe-loop-top source was energized to suprathermal energies. Multiple
x-line reconnection can potentially describe both the diffuse distribution of energetic electrons seen in the Øieroset et al.37 and Krucker
and Battaglia28 papers, and the large number of energetic electrons
seen in ﬂares.18,36 This is because multiple x-line reconnection in 3D is
turbulent and enables electrons to undergo acceleration in a much
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larger volume than in a 2D system.6 Additionally, it is now well
known that current sheets can spawn multiple, volume-ﬁlling x-lines
in three-dimensional systems in the presence of a guide ﬁeld.4,6,7,9 This
behavior does not take place in antiparallel reconnection, even in a 3D
system.6
In the past, simulations that study ﬂares have been based on
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) codes, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) codes, or
some combination thereof such as hybrid codes or MHD codes with
an embedded PIC region.21 However, explicit PIC models require that
kinetic scales such as the Debye length be resolved. The Debye length
is typically less than a centimeter in the solar corona yet the size of the
ﬂare itself can be up to ten orders of magnitude larger, a typical size
being 104 km. Thus, using a PIC code to fully model a solar ﬂare is
computationally impossible. An MHD model, on the other hand, is
not constrained by the need to resolve kinetic scales. However, since
there are no particles in an MHD model, studying particle acceleration
is not possible except by exploring the motion of test particles. While
test particles can illuminate certain aspects of particle acceleration in
solar ﬂares, such as the primary mechanisms responsible for acceleration, there is no feedback of the energetic particles on the ﬁelds.22 The
particle energy can therefore run away. An embedded PIC code is an
alternative but, since the energy release volume in ﬂares is large and
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the region the particles are accelerated is also broadly distributed, the
separation of scales problem still exists. There are two dominant
mechanisms that are responsible for particle heating and acceleration
in magnetic reconnection: direct acceleration from parallel electric
ﬁelds in diffusion regions and along magnetic separatrices,2,42 and
Fermi acceleration. Of these two, the latter is large scale and does not
require resolving kinetic scales. Additionally, it has been recently proposed that Fermi acceleration, which occurs on macroscale, is what
drives nonthermal particles and hence contributes to particle energization, rather than exclusively contributing to heating.1,5,10,11,24,30,31
Thus, we are developing a new computational model, kglobal, which
takes advantage of this discovery to order out all kinetic scales that
must be resolved in PIC codes and conserves energy by particle feedback on the ﬁelds.12 This model not only has an MHD backbone but
also includes self-consistent feedback from particle electrons.
The process of magnetic reconnection leads to the formation of
bent ﬁeld lines whose tension drives an exhaust traveling at the
upstream Alfven speed.34 Particles stream in along these bent, reconnected ﬁeld lines which act like a moving wall and thus “kick” the
particles which then increase in speed by twice the Alfven speed.10
However, it is known that a large-scale parallel electric ﬁeld (not localized in boundary layers) facilitates this process by conﬁning electrons
within the reconnection exhaust such that they undergo multiple
Fermi kicks.13–15,25 Thus, it is of interest to include this large scale parallel electric ﬁeld in our model to properly model the energy gain of
low energy electrons. This potential is not, however, important to the
dynamics of very energetic electrons. This ﬁeld arises from parallel
gradients in the electron pressure and points away from the current
sheet in the reconnection exhaust. In an open system, it then drives a
return current of cold electrons, which balances the current associated
with escaping hot electrons to maintain zero net parallel current. We
have updated the computational model kglobal to include the large
scale electric ﬁeld and present the results of testing herein. See the
Appendix for a calculation of the parallel electric ﬁeld and the exploration of energy conservation when this ﬁeld is included.
A. The kglobal model with Ejj
Since the parallel electric ﬁelds that develop in kinetic scale
boundary layers8,39 are ineffective drivers of energetic electrons during
reconnection,3,5,6 we have formulated a model in which all kinetic
scale boundary layers are eliminated.12 This new model includes the
key physics necessary to produce high energy particles without having
to resolve kinetic scales. We do this by representing hot electrons as
particles and cold electrons and ions as an MHD ﬂuid. The hot electrons are evolved using the guiding center equations and they feedback
on the ﬂuid through their gyrotropic pressure tensor in the ion
momentum equation. The electric and magnetic ﬁelds are evolved in
the usual way from the MHD ﬂuid. Drake et al.12 presented in detail
the derivation of this model. Crucially, this model conserves energy,
which prevents the electron energy from running away. The dominant
feedback is through the development of pressure anisotropy of the
energetic electrons—a strong increase in the parallel electron pressure
weakens the magnetic tension that drives reconnection, thereby throttling magnetic energy release. MHD codes are able to achieve normalized rates of reconnection that are on the order of 0.01 through the
formation of multiple plasmoids. This rate is smaller than typical rates
from PIC simulations.35,40 However, through the introduction of
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artiﬁcial resistivity and hyperviscosity, fast rates of reconnection can
be achieved in the MHD model.41 Care must be taken; however, that
artiﬁcial dissipation does not suppress multiple x-line reconnection,
which is required to produce a nonthermal particle spectrum. Our
plan is to explore various approaches to achieve fast reconnection
while minimizing the impact on multiple x-line formation. We should
be able to correctly capture the physics of the acceleration of suprathermal electrons in a macroscale system with none of the constraints
associated with including kinetic-scale boundary layers—there are no
kinetic-scale boundary layers in the model. This kglobal code is operational, and preliminary tests of its capabilities have been described in
the study by Drake et al.12 It correctly describes an Alfven wave in the
presence of a pressure anisotropy and reproduces the linear growth
rate of the ﬁrehose instability.
The large-scale parallel electric ﬁeld is obtained by combining the
parallel momentum equations for the three species (ions, cold electrons, and hot electrons) into a single equation for the total parallel
current. Because of constraints on this current, the driver of the
current must be small and therefore can be set to zero, which yields a
constraint equation for the parallel electric ﬁeld. The details of the calculation are shown in the Appendix. The resulting expression for the
parallel electric ﬁeld is given by




me nc v2kc
1
Br
þ b  rPc þ b  r  T h ;
(1)
Ek ¼
ni e
B
where me is the electron mass, nc, nh, ni ¼ nc þ nh ; vjjc ; vkh , and vki
are the densities and ﬂow speeds (parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld) of the
two electron species and the ions, respectively, Pc is the scalar pressure
of the cold electron ﬂuid, B is the magnetic ﬁeld, b is a unit vector
along B, and T h is the gyrotropic stress tensor of the hot electron particles, including their inertial contributions,12
T h ¼ Tehk bb þ Peh? ðI  bbÞ;

(2)

where I is the unit tensor, Tehk is the stress tensor along the magnetic
ﬁeld B, and Peh? is the usual perpendicular pressure,
ð
p2
(3)
Peh? ¼ dpe e? f ;
2me ce
where in the frame drifting with vE ¼ cE  B=B2 , there are no perpendicular ﬂows, and so f ¼ f ðx; pek ; pe? ; tÞ. Tehk includes the mean
parallel drifts of the hot electrons,
ð
p2ek
Tehk ¼ dpe
f;
(4)
me c e
with pek being the hot parallel electron momentum with relativistic
factor ce. The normalizations for kglobal described in the study by
Drake et al.12 remain unchanged. However, we now have a separate
2
normalization for the parallel electric ﬁeld, Ek  me CAe
=eL0 ¼ mi CA2 =
eL0 , where CAe is the electron Alfven speed and L0 is the length scale
of the domain. The normalization for Ek comes from parallel force
balance. Compared to the usual scaling for the perpendicular electric
ﬁeld E?  CA B0 =c, the parallel electric ﬁeld satisﬁes Ek =E?  di =L0
 1. Thus, we only keep the parallel electric ﬁeld for motion along the
ﬁeld lines and it can therefore be neglected in Faraday’s equation
when evolving the magnetic ﬁeld. The addition of this electric ﬁeld
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modiﬁes the momentum equation for the ions and the guiding center
equation for the particle electrons from Ref. 12 in the following way:
q

dv 1
¼ J  B  rPi  r? Pc  ðr  T eh Þ? þ eni Ejj b
dt
c
me nc v2jjc j;
d
l
pejj ¼ pejj vE  j  e b  rB  eEjj ;
dt
ce

(5)
(6)

where j ¼ b  rb is the magnetic curvature and le ¼ p2e? =2me B is
the magnetic moment of the electron. Note that in Eq. (5) the
gradients of the cold electron pressure and hot electron stress tensor
are now in the perpendicular direction only. See the Appendix for a
derivation of Eq. (5). Since the parallel electric ﬁeld is the same order
as the pressure terms in Eq. (5), thermal particles are reﬂected by this
electric potential, which prevents heated electrons from escaping from
the reconnection diffusion region and the exhaust.14,25 The consequence for electrons is that they can undergo multiple Fermi reﬂections within the reconnection exhaust, which facilitates the initial
energy gain of electrons.
With the inclusion of a large-scale parallel electric ﬁeld, kglobal
should correctly describe the dynamics of hot electrons escaping along
the ambient magnetic ﬁeld in an open system and the development of
a return current of cold electrons. The large-scale parallel electric ﬁeld
suppresses the escape of hot electrons and drives a return current of
cold electrons. In its most basic form, this dynamics can be reduced to
that of an electron acoustic mode, which can exist in plasmas with
separate and distinct electron populations.19 In the electron acoustic
mode, the electrons slosh back and forth on a short time scale so
that the ions are practically stationary. Thus, we benchmark kglobal by
simulating this process.
II. TESTING

scitation.org/journal/php

temperature of the hot electrons, f ¼ x=kvth , vth is the thermal speed
of the hot electrons, and Z 0 ðfÞ is the derivative of the plasma dispersion function. Note that this result matches that of Gary and Tokar19
in the long wavelength limit k  kDe , where k1
De is the Debye length.
For T0c  T0h and n0c  n0h , the phase speed of the wave is small
compared to vth and the mode is only weakly damped and has a characteristic frequency,
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n0c 5 T0c
x ¼ kvth
:
(10)
þ
n0h 6 T0H
We numerically solved this equation for various values of the density
and temperature ratios and obtained the frequency and decay rates
of these waves. For each value of the two parameters, we initialized
kglobal with a sinusoidal perturbation in the electron density and temperature and measured the corresponding frequencies and decay rates
of the resulting disturbance. The results of the linear theory and the
simulation results are plotted in Fig. 1. The damping rate of the mode
is controlled by the Landau resonance with the energetic component
which is accurately captured by the code, a remarkable result. A similar argument can show that kglobal can damp ion acoustic waves with
Landau damping as well.
In our ﬁnal test, we compare a simulation with kglobal to a simulation with the PIC code p3d.43 We set up a simpliﬁed version of what
we expect to see in a reconnection exhaust. The initial conditions consist of a constant magnetic ﬁeld, a constant density made up of 75%
particle electrons and 25% ﬂuid electrons, and a temperature proﬁle
for the particle electrons that increases sharply in the center to twenty
times the asymptotic value as can be seen in Fig. 2(a). This value of the
hot to cold electron density ratio was chosen to quicken the dynamics
since we know from Fig. 1(b) that the larger the ratio the larger the
damping rate. To convert this setup to a PIC version, we had to make
sure that the smallest length scale in kglobal was much larger than the
Debye length since this scale is not resolved in kglobal. Thus, we

Since electron acoustic waves only involve electron motion parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld, the only nonzero gradients are along the magnetic ﬁeld. Thus, the perturbed distribution function, ~f , of the hot
electrons is only a function of vjj and xjj . We obtain
@t ~f þ vjj rjj~f 

e ~
Ejj @vjj f0 ¼ 0:
me

(7)

Similarly, by enforcing charge neutrality and taking the cold electron
pressure from the constancy of Pc =nc5=3 , Eq. (1) becomes


~h :
~ k ¼  1 5 rk Tc n
~ h þ rk T
(8)
E
ni e 3
By assuming that the unperturbed hot electron distribution function is
a Maxwellian, we can solve Eq. (7) for ~f and take the moments to
obtain the ﬁrst order corrections to the hot electron density and pressure. After some algebra, the dispersion function for the electron
acoustic wave is


n0c
5 T0c
(9)
¼ Z 0 ðfÞ
þ f2 ;
6 T0h
n0h
where n0c is the unperturbed density of the cold electrons (ﬂuid), n0h
is the unperturbed density of the hot electrons (particles), T0c is the
unperturbed temperature of the cold electrons, T0h is the unperturbed
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FIG. 1. In panel (a), the electron acoustic wave phase speed vs the cold to hot density ratio of the electrons. In panel (b), the electron acoustic wave damping rate vs
the cold to hot density ratio of the electrons. The stars are taken from the simulations and the lines are from the linear theory. Note that the phase speed is normalized to the thermal speed of the hot electrons and the damping rate is normalized
to the time a thermal particle requires to travel one wavelength.
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FIG. 2. Proﬁles of the total electron temperature for the PIC code p3d (black), the
kglobal code with the included parallel electric ﬁeld (red) and without the parallel
electric ﬁeld (dashed red). In panel (a), at t=tth ¼ 0. In panel (b), at t=tth ¼ 0:12
where tth is the time a hot thermal electron requires to travel the length of the box.

equated the transition width between the two regions of hot and cold
electrons to 30 times the Debye length.
In both the simulations, we utilized a large spatial domain in the
parallel direction, and so there is space for the hot electrons to expand.
A small domain in the perpendicular direction was included so that
the data could be averaged over this direction to decrease particle
noise. For kglobal, we had a domain of 2048  64 cells and for p3d,
8192  64. In both simulations, the electron to ion mass ratio was
1/1836 and the speed of light was 300 times the Alfven speed. For p3d,
a uniform background with a constant density and a temperature corresponding to the cold electron ﬂuid in kglobal was included along
with an electron population with the same temperature proﬁle as the
hot species in kglobal. The results from these simulations are shown in
Fig. 2. The PIC simulation is in solid black, kglobal is in red, and the
result from kglobal without a parallel electric ﬁeld is in dashed red. We
added the latter, and so we could determine how the addition of the
parallel electric ﬁeld inﬂuenced the dynamics. First, the temperature
proﬁles from p3d and kglobal with Ek match very well over most of
the domain. In contrast, the temperature in kglobal with Ek ¼ 0
spreads much more rapidly, demonstrating that Ek does inhibit electron thermal transport and that the model for Ek in kglobal correctly
describes transport suppression.
While kglobal is able to capture the overall dynamics of the temperature proﬁle, it does not produce the short scale spatial oscillations
seen in the p3d data. These oscillations are plasma waves driven
unstable by a bump-on-tail velocity distribution that smooths out the
plateaus in the temperature visible in the kglobal data around 0:3
< x=L0 < 0:4 and 0:6 < x=L0 < 0:7. Figure 3 displays the distribution functions from p3d in black and from kglobal in red at x=L0
¼ 0:25 at the time shown in panel (b) of Fig. 2. Note that for kglobal, a
Maxwellian with density and temperature equal to that of the cold
electron ﬂuid was added to the hot electron distribution function so
that we could directly compare cuts with p3d. There is a sharp dip visible in the velocity distribution from kglobal around v=CA ¼ 30 that
is not seen in the data from p3d. In the p3d simulation, the faster
particles have lost energy to plasma oscillations and ﬁlled in this dip,
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FIG. 3. The log of the particle distribution functions from the PIC code p3d (black)
and the kglobal code (red) taken at x=L0 ¼ 0:25. Notice the dip in the kglobal distribution function around v=CA ¼ 30.

forming a plateau in phase space. This result is not seen in the kglobal
data because this model does not support plasma waves, which require
a violation of charge neutrality to exist. Electron sound waves can be
driven unstable by structures in velocity space, but the phase speed of
these waves is ﬁxed by the local plasma parameters [see Eq. (9)] and so
will typically not be resonant with electrons in the bump region shown
in Fig. 3.
III. CONCLUSION
The kglobal code12 has been upgraded to include a macroscale Ek
that develops as a result of gradients in the plasma pressure parallel to
the ambient magnetic ﬁeld. The upgraded model now captures the
dynamics of electron acoustic waves and accurately describes the suppression of transport of hot electrons parallel to the ambient magnetic
ﬁeld, a process that is important in the early phases of electron acceleration in magnetic reconnection.15,25 The inclusion of the large scale Ek
is also important in describing the development of return currents that
form as the hot electrons escape from regions of electron acceleration
in macroscale energy release events such as ﬂares in the solar corona.
This new capability combined with the ability of the model to describe
the impact of pressure anisotropy on magnetic ﬁeld dynamics (e.g.,
ﬁrehose instability), which is critical for describing the feedback of
energetic particles on reconnection dynamics, suggests that the kglobal
code can be used to accurately simulate nonthermal electron acceleration during magnetic reconnection.
Our next step is to begin to explore the energization of electrons
during magnetic reconnection with kglobal and to determine whether
the reconnection dynamics in a macroscale system can produce the
power law distributions that are ubiquitous in observations.20,33
Because kglobal is a macroscale model, the dynamics of particle acceleration can be explored in a much larger domain than with a traditional PIC model. In addition, we will include particle loss in a realistic
manner to establish whether or not it is the balance between the reconnection drive and the escape of energetic particles that leads to power
law distributions.11,23 Finally, in a macroscale simulation model, the
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inclusion of a synthetic diagnostic to describe synchrotron emission
and bremsstrahlung emission will be possible.
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APPENDIX: ENERGY CONSERVATION
We start with the momentum equations for the three species,
the ions
q

dvi
ne
¼ neE þ vi  B  rPi ;
c
dt

(A1)

the cold electrons
@ðme nc vkc bÞ
nc e
¼ nc eE 
vc  B  rPc
c
@t
me nc v2kc
bB  r
 me nc v2jjc j ;
B
and the hot electrons
@ðme nhv kh bÞ
nh e
v h  B  r  T h ;
¼ nh eE 
c
@t

(A3)

where q and v are the ion mass density and velocity, from charge neutrality n ¼ nc þ nh and the electron inertia has only been retained in
the direction along the ambient magnetic ﬁeld. In writing the electron
momentum equations, we have for simplicity assumed that the mean
drifts of both species are not relativistic. The individual electron ﬂuxes
can be of order nCAe, while the ion ﬂux is of order nCA. However, we
show below that the total current is much smaller than the contribution from each species of particle and this yields a constraint on the
total driver of the current. To see this, we divide the momentum equations along the ﬁeld lines by their respective masses and subtract Eqs.
(A2) and (A3) from Eq. (A1), which yields


1 @Jjj ni eEjj
1
1
b
rPc þ
r  Th
¼
e @t
me
me
me
 2
nc vjjc
B  r
:
(A4)
B
All of the terms on the right-hand side of this equation act as drivers of Jk . However, the parallel current driven is constrained by the
structure of the magnetic ﬁeld which is produced by this current.
This constraint follows from Ampère’s law Jk  cB=4pL, where L is
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the macroscopic characteristic perpendicular scale of the magnetic
ﬁeld. Comparing the time derivative of this current, given by cA =L,
with the characteristic scaling of the terms on the right, e.g., the gradient of the hot thermal electrons, which scales as nh Th =me L, we
ﬁnd p
that
the ratio of the left to the right side of the equation scales
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
like me =mi ðde =LÞ  1. Thus, the time derivative of the current
can be discarded. This tells us that
vjjc ¼

1
ðni vjji  nh vjjh Þ:
nc

(A5)

Note that this constraint equation for vjjc includes the ion motion.
That the ions must also be included in the constraint follows
because the mean drift speed associated with the current (from the
previous scaling for Jk ) scales like nCA ðdi =LÞ  nCA , the characteristic current carried by the ions. This constraint on the parallel
ﬂows is consistent with the conclusions of Kulsrud29 and yields the
equation for Ek in Eq. (1). If the mean ﬂows of the electrons become
relativistic, corrections to Eq. (1) of order vkh =c must be included.
A further consequence of this result is that the sum of the
ﬂuxes of the two electron species is limited to a scale of the order of
the ion ﬂux. The consequence is that when the three-momentum
equations are summed, the electron inertia arising from the time
derivative can be discarded, which yields the ion momentum
equation
q

(A2)
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me nc v2kc
dv 1
¼ J  B  rðPi þ Pc Þ  r  T eh  bB  r
dt
c
B
me nc v2jjc j;

(A6)

which is equivalent to the form shown in Eq. (5). To explore energy
conservation of Eqs. (5) and (6) along with the usual ﬂuid equations, we take the dot product of Eq. (5) with v and use the ion
continuity equation to obtain
@ qv2
qvv2
þr
þ v  rPi
@t 2
2
¼ ðJ ?  J ?c  J ?h Þ  E?  ðJkc þ Jkh ÞEk
¼ J ?  E?  ðJ c þ J h Þ  E;

(A7)

where we have used the perpendicular components of Ohm’s law
E? ¼ v  B=c, the perpendicular components of the two electron
momentum equations, and Eq. (A5) for vjjc . From Faraday’s law, we ﬁnd
@ B2
c
þ r  ðE  BÞ þ J ?  E? ¼ 0;
@t 8p 4p

(A8)

which, when combined with Eq. (A7), yields the conservation law
WMHD þ Wc þ Wh ¼ constant;

(A9)

where we have discarded terms corresponding to the divergence of
the various energy ﬂuxes. The MHD energy, WMHD, includes the
ion bulk kinetic and thermal energies and the magnetic energy, and
the cold electron energy includes both the kinetic energy associated
with parallel streaming and the thermal energy
Wc ¼

me nc v2kc
2

þ

1
Pc ;
C1

(A10)
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with C being the ratio of speciﬁc heats. The hot electron energy is
the sum of the parallel kinetic energies of all hot electrons as well as
the energy associated with their perpendicular gyro motion. It does
not include the kinetic energy associated with the perpendicular
bulk ﬂow, which is negligible.
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